Peregrine Travel is pleased to offer Jiuzhaigou, China
Tour Code: PTJZG
3 Nights 4 Days

Brief Introduction: Jiuzhaigou is located in the north of Sichuan Province and is
well known as "a fairyland." The name Jiuzhaigou came from “nine Tibetan villages
scattered throughout the valley”. Its attraction lies in its simple, idyllic beauty; a
fairyland, primitive and natural and still in its pristine state. With majestic and
unrivalled emerald lakes, layered waterfalls, colorful forests, snow peaks and Tibetan
folk villages, all blending in harmony with each other - it is nature's jewel set into the
mountains. Jiuzhaigou lies in a transitional area where northern and southern flora and
fauna meet. A natural botanical and zoological garden, it is a home of densely
growing conifers and broadleaf trees, and of rare and endangered animal species such
as the giant panda, golden monkey, and white-lip deer. Recently, UNESCO has
recognized the Dujiangyan Dam as a world cultural heritage site. Jiuzhaigou is truly a
place that gives inspiration for her admirers to create beautiful poetry..

The tour schedule includes:

Day 1:On arrival in Jiuzhai－Huanglong airport, our guide will meet you at the
airport. Then transfer (2h) to Jiuzhaigou Sheraton Hotel (D)
Day 2:After breakfast, our guide will meet you in the lobby, then will transfer to the
Jiuzhaigou Nine Village Gully which has its own features like dangerous beautiful,
grand and wonderful and original interests, Along the valley, you will see many
attractions including Luwei Lake (will cost 20mins), Shuzheng Group of Lakes (will
cost 20mins) , The Zechawa Village (will cost 20mins), Five-Colored Pond(will cost
20mins),

Long Lake( will cost 20mins) and so on,. After that will transfer back to

hotel. (B,L,D)
Day 3:After breakfast, our guide will meet you in the lobby, then will transfer to the

Jiuzhaigou Nine Village Gully which has its own features like dangerous beautiful,
grand and wonderful and original interests, Along the valley, you will see many
attractions including Nuorilang Waterfall, Pearl Shoal , Five-Flower Lake, Panda
Lake, Swan Lake and so on; after that will transfer back to hotel. (B,L,D)
Day 4:After breakfast, our guide will meet you in the lobby, then will transfer to the
Huanglong Scenic which has its own features like dangerous beautiful, grand and
wonderful and original interests, Along the valley, you will see many attractions
including Feipuliuhui (glowing waterfall), Penjing (miniascape) Ponds, Huanglong
(Yellow Dragon) Temple,

Huanglong (Yellow Dragon) Cave, Shitazhenhai , and

Zhuanhua (whirling flower) Pond, etc. and so on. After finishing our visit to
Huangling Scenic Area, we will transfer to Jiuzhai-Huanglong airport take afternoon
flight.

Jiuzhaigou Attractions

Shuzheng Group of Lakes
It consists of some 40 large and small
inter-connected lakes stretching as long as
ten Li. The waters overflow the inter-lake
banks of calcic soil over-grown with willows,
pines
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primitive stone mills and one wooden bridge, They are simple and rough, but very
charming.

Wuhua Hai (Five Flower Lake)
Due to different water depths and silts on the
bottom, the Lake's waters assume a variety of
colors, such as light yellow, dark green, deep
blue, jadeite, under the sun light, they are as
colorful and beautiful as a peacock's feathers.

Pearl Shoal
A stream rushes down a 20 degree slope into
the Shoal splashing water about like millions
of bouncing silver pearls and then goes on
down to form fantastic waterfalls of various
shape with thunderous roars echoed by the
deep valley.

Panda Lake Waterfall
It consists of 3 waterfalls with sizes of
5x19m., 2x24 m., and 14x19 m., respectively.
Three separate streams rush
down a precipice and form waterfalls with
multiple sections of 65 m, in total height.

Swan Lake
It's 2250 m. long and 125 m. wide (at
maximum) encompassing an area of 142.8
mu . The surface is domed with weeds and
wild flowers. It's a tranquil and secluded
place frequented by swans and wild ducks.

Luweihai (Reed Marshes)
It is 1375 meter long and over-grown with
reeds. A clear brook zigzags its way through
the marshes, where waterfowls are seen
hovering overhead. When the season turns,
the green meandering brook presents a
striking contrast with the yellow spread of
reeds.

Nuorilang Waterfall
Nuorilang Waterfall is 32 meters (about 105
feet) wide and 25 meters (about 82 feet) tall,
and it is the widest waterfall in Jiuzhaigou
Valley. Nuorilang means 'grand and
magnificent' in Tibetan, so it is a gorgeous
waterfall. The top of the waterfall is very flat.
It is said that originally there was no waterfall but a platform here long ago. Then a
monk brought a spinning wheel when he returned to this place. A Tibetan girl learnt
the skill of spinning very soon, so she carried the wheel to the platform and showed
her sisters how to spin. The cruel man Roza considered that she was doing something
evil and kicked her, as well as the spinning wheel off the cliff. In no time, torrents
rushed Roza and his accomplices down the mountain, so the platform had turned into
the waterfall. When the sun shines in the morning, flowery rainbows can be seen in
the sky, which make the waterfall more charming and splendid.

Long Lake
It's the largest lake in Jiuzhaigou Valley,
covering an area of 7.5 km, long and 0.375
km. wide. It is 3103 meters above sea level,
with a maximum depth of 103 meters. The
melted snow from the South Peak and the
waters of surrounding mountain streams
and brooks all find their way into the Lade which has no exit. The excess water either
vapors or seeps into the earth. The waters never spill over the banks in spite of
downpours in summer and autumn. The Lake won't dry up either in spring and winter,
even there's a long dry spell. In spring, Jiuzhaigou Valley is radiant and enchanting.
The air is filled with fragrance of wild blossoms. In summer, the beautiful trees are
luxuriantly green. In autumn, the breeze is intoxicating, while tree leaves turn crimson.
In winter, the mountains and valleys are wrapped in snow and ice.

Huanglong Scenic and Historic Interest
Area are famed for its outstanding
travertine (calcium carbonate) formations.
With the virgin forest as its backdrop, the
travertine scenery holds colorful ponds,
beaches, lakes, springs, waterfalls, caves,
etc. The travertine formations scenery is
No.1 in China.
Upon entering the scenic area, a group of exquisite, crystal clear ponds will
immediately catch your eyes with their unparalleled and esthetic charm. These are the
Yingbin (welcoming guests) Colored Ponds. In spring, the luxuriant trees, blooming
flowers, butterflies and birdsong enhance their glamour even more. From the ponds,
you can see the interwoven reflection of trees, mountains, clouds and sky, which is a
veritable feast to the eyes. Along the valley, you will see many attractions including

Feipuliuhui (glowing waterfall), Xishen (washing body) Cave, Penjing (miniascape)
Ponds, Huanglong (Yellow Dragon) Temple, Huanglong (Yellow Dragon) Cave,
Shitazhenhai and Zhuanhua (whirling flower) Pond, etc. In the Huanglong (Yellow
Dragon) Cave, there are three sitting Buddha figures whose bodies are encrusted with
calc-sinter crystals. In winter, ice forest, bamboo shoots and waterfalls, etc, form a
magical icy scene. Shitazhenhai is the most beautiful attraction in Huanglong. The
calcium carbonate deposits give a myriad of different hues to the water, which is truly
breath-taking. Zhuanhua Pond is crystal clear and the spring water never stops welling
up. If you throw flowers or leaves into the pond, they will swirl rhythmically with
flow of the water.
Jiuzhaigou map

Hotel Information
Jiuzhaigou Sheraton Hotel

The magnificent structure group has been
composed by the hotel's east and west buildings,
the Art Plaza, the Animals year-symbol art square,
and the Grand Theatre, the four parts are in a
harmonious position.

The hotel has 482 rooms

Photo Gallery

Hote Amenities
Baby sitting service
Cocktail bar

Banquet facilities
Conference facilities

Disabled facilities

Gymnasium

Laundry facilities

Lounge

Photocopying facilities

Reception

Room service

Business centre
Currency exchange
Indoor swimming pool
Parking facilities
Restaurant

Sauna

Hotel Description
Guest Room: The resort boasts 482 spacious guestrooms whose modern furnishings retain a
strong Tibetan and Qiang cultural theme

Location: Sheraton Jiuzhaigou Resort, the first five-star resort in China, is situated in North
Sichuan Plateau, with altitudes of 1,800 metres above sea level. Nestled amidst the green
mountains and blue waters of this unique world heritage site, the resort is near the White River
Golden Monkey National Reserve, only 1.5 kilometres away from the Jiuzhaigou National Park
entrance, and just 90 minutes from the newly built Jiu Huang Airport.

Restaurants: Enjoy exquisite dining and a wide variety of tempting cuisine in any of the onsite
dining options. Guests also have the option of entertainment or relaxation at the property.

